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1. Affiliation Disclaimers

To Avoid

Become aMillionaire in 30 days by
selling courseswith this tool!

My favorite tool for creating online courses

Best Practice

SchoolMaker

Any affiliated SchoolMaker promotion must include this disclaimer:
"The results achieved by some SchoolMaker customers do not guarantee

your future results. The use of SchoolMaker is no substitute for the
intrinsic quality of the content of your courses, the demand of the market

in which you operate, or the current economic climate."

You must also specify that you are an affiliate for SchoolMaker.

These results are not typical and your experience will
vary depending on your efforts, your training, your

business model and market forces beyond our control.

And pointing out that:



2. Have transparentmarketing
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If you use the word "FREE", you must clearly
indicate the prerequisites for the free gift or bonus.

To Avoid

I will give you this resource, it’s 100% free!

You will receive this resource for free
with your first paidmonth of SchoolMaker.

Best Practice
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3. Do not impersonate SchoolMaker

Have content on your website or
socialmedia featuring SchoolMaker

Best Practice

If the average Internet user can't tell the difference between your
affiliate page and an official SchoolMaker page, then it needs to be
changed. You must indicate that you are an affiliate, and not use

third party brands to make affiliate sales. Impersonating
SchoolMaker will be grounds for immediate removal from the affiliate

program.

And point out that you are an affiliate for SchoolMaker.

To Avoid

Make an affiliate page that copies our
schoolmaker.com site and seems official
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4. Do not advertise affiliate links directly
with paid ads

A lot of social networks don't allow it anyway. But if they do. It is up to
you, as an affiliate, to introduce YOU and your business to potential
future SchoolMaker customers. You must also indicate that you are

an affiliate.

And point out that you are an affiliate for SchoolMaker.

To Avoid

Tip

Ad→Affiliate Link

Ad→ Your Brand→Affiliate Link

Best Practice

We recommend that you use organic marketing methods such as
content on your website, social media, or email list to promote

SchoolMaker rather than paid acquisition.



The following products may not be used in paid advertising offers
advertising on Google and similar platforms:

• Le Défi du Lancement Inversé
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Thank you for your
attention!
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